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ChatGPT is the future.

But most people are stuck on beginner-level.

Here's a thread of 75 ChatGPT threads to make you an expert in 3 days:

(Bookmark this for later)

10 curated threads

(@angrytomtweets)

https://t.co/s1b0fejvED

ChatGPT is a superpower.

Master it and you can print money at will.

These 10 threads\xa0will show you\xa0how insanely powerful this tool is:

— Angry Tom (@AngryTomtweets) January 3, 2023

10 more curated threads

(@iampascio)

https://t.co/bjTwPgiUl0

ChatGPT is a FREE employee. 

 

But most people don't know how to unlock its full potential. 
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Here are 10 threads on ChatGPT that'll save you thousands of hours in 2023:

— Pascio (@IAmPascio) January 9, 2023

Yes, another 10 threads on ChatGPT

(@fab_maurin)

https://t.co/0crKp7frpU

AI isn\u2019t going to change education.

It just did.

Over the last 2 weeks, I\u2019ve seen many educators exploring thought-provoking pedagogical use cases using

ChatGPT.

Here are 10 of the finest:

\U0001f9f5 THREAD OF THREADS

— Fab Maurin \U0001f336 (@fab_maurin) December 20, 2022

We're not stopping, here's 14 more threads.

(@angrytomtweets)

https://t.co/X0gZs7q46c

ChatGPT is a money-printing machine.

Master it and you'll be miles ahead of the rest.

Here are 14 threads that'll help you get started:

— Angry Tom (@AngryTomtweets) January 23, 2023

Cheers to 11 more threads!

(@makadiaharsh)

https://t.co/xx78h7M9Pb

ChatGPT is a FREE money-minting machine. 

 

Leverage it right, and you'll be miles ahead of the rest. 
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Here are 11 threads that'll accelerate your growth:

— Harsh Makadia (@MakadiaHarsh) January 19, 2023

Still need more? Here's another 10 threads.

(@tezcan_ben)

https://t.co/vdLOaaYTE3

Everyone talks about chatGPT.

I have read 100s of threads, played with it hours in last 2 months.

Here are 10 incredible threads selected for you.

— Ben Tezcan \U0001f327\ufe0f (@tezcan_ben) January 20, 2023

Thought we were done? Nah.

10 more threads:

(@iampascio)

https://t.co/MYsb48RS7t

ChatGPT is a sign the future has arrived.

But most people still don't know how to unlock its full potential.

Here are 10 threads on ChatGPT that'll make you a power-user in 20 minutes:

— Pascio (@IAmPascio) January 23, 2023

Liked this thread curation?

1. Follow me (@IAmPascio) for more weekly value like this

2. Retweet the 1st tweet below to share this thread with your friends: https://t.co/o54zoaKyEo

ChatGPT is the future.

But most people are stuck on beginner-level.

Here's a thread of 75 ChatGPT threads to make you an expert in 3 days:
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— Pascio (@IAmPascio) January 27, 2023

If you want more high-signal insights and resources delivered straight to your inbox, join 5000+ others in my free newsletter

All Things Notion below:

https://t.co/aKtpDqSIFQ
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